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STS provides the highest indoor 
air quality available with boiler 
steam as an energy source.

Humidify using an economical energy source

The STS steam-to-steam humidifier creates chemical-free 
humidification steam using boiler steam as its energy source. It 
accomplishes this by circulating pressurized boiler steam through 
its heat exchanger to vaporize clean fill water into humidification 
steam. It's a closed-loop system, so no boiler steam or chemicals 
enter the humidified space; they return to the boiler. 

No direct injection of boiler chemicals

Another way to use boiler steam for humidification is to disperse it 
directly into the air. However, humidifier owners are learning that 
chemically treated, boiler-generated steam is unsuitable for direct 
injection humidification for the following reasons: 

Boiler water is usually treated with anticorrosion chemicals that 
can contaminate spaces humidified by direct steam injection. 
Airborne boiler chemicals have been found to irritate eyes and 
skin, and to aggravate respiratory disorders. In addition, they 
accelerate the aging of certain materials like paper and wood, 
an issue especially relevant to museum owners.

To ensure chemical-free humidification while taking advantage of 
economical on-site boiler steam, consider using an STS humidifier.

Interoperability, Web-enabled access with Vapor-logic4 control

STS humidifiers are now fully interoperable via Modbus® or 
optional BACnet® or LonTalk®. The Vapor-logic4 Web interface 
provides the capability to set up, view, and adjust humidifier 
functions via Ethernet, either directly or remotely through a 
network. See Page 4 for more information.

No dispersion-generated condensate with Ultra-sorb Model XV

DRI-STEEM's Ultra-sorb Model XV steam dispersion panel is now 
an STS option, delivering chemical-free humidification steam with 
no condensate loss. That's because Ultra-sorb Model XV circulates 
pressurized boiler steam through a heat exchanger in its supply 
header. This heat exchanger instantly flashes dispersion-generated 
condensate back into humidification steam and returns pressurized 
condensate to the boiler without additional pumps, valves, or 
controls.



Reliable

options for specific applications; consult DRI-STEEM for 
recommendations

operation

to chemically treat make-up water for humidification

Efficient

with pressurized steam as the energy source

Flexible

osmosis; easy field conversion if water type changes

outdoor operation in any climate

Easy to maintain

exchanger and tank without removing steam dispersion piping

automatic drain and flush removes precipitated minerals; softened 
fill water significantly reduces maintenance requirements

humidification steam with no condensate loss. 
See Page 26.

Ultra-sorb Model XV dispersion option

energy

per dispersion panel when used with STS



Accurate, responsive control

The Vapor-logic4 controller provides accurate, responsive RH 
control. PID control tunes the system for maximum performance.

Modbus, BACnet, or LonTalk allow interoperability with multiple 
building automation systems. Modbus is standard, and BACnet or 
LonTalk are available options.

Web interface provides the capability to set up, view, and adjust 
humidifier functions via Ethernet, either directly or remotely 
through a network. 

USB port allows easy firmware updates, and data backup and 
restore capability.

Real-time clock allows time-stamped alarm and message tracking, 
and accurate drain and flush scheduling.

Auxiliary temperature sensor/transmitter allows air temperature 
monitoring, such as in a duct, and enables temperature 
compensation to prevent window condensation.

Programmable outputs allow remote signaling and device 
activation.

Multiple-humidifier control 
humidifiers with one controller.

Controller data, such as RH, air temperature, water use, energy use, 
alarms, and messages, can be downloaded to a PC for viewing and 
analysis. RH, alarms, and service messages can also be displayed via 
the keypad or Web interface.

Enhanced diagnostics include:
Test outputs function using keypad or Web interface to verify 
component operation
Test humidifier function using simulated demand to validate 
performance

Insert a USB flash drive 
into the Vapor-logic4 
board’s USB port to 
perform software 

updates, download 
data logs, and back 
up and restore data. 

Use the  
Vapor-logic4  
keypad or the  
standard Web interface, shown here, to 
control your STS humidification system.
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1. When the system is first activated, the fill valve opens, and the 
evaporating chamber fills with water to the operating level.

2. On a call for humidity, boiler steam passes through the valve to 
the heat exchanger, causing water in the evaporating chamber to 
boil. The fill valve opens and closes as needed to maintain the 
operating water level.

surface water is skimmed off, carrying away precipitated 
minerals.

require skimming.

4. Steam created in the evaporating chamber flows through steam 
hose, tubing, or piping to the dispersion assembly, where it is 
discharged into the airstream.

Figure 5-1:
STS principle of operation

4

Heat exchanger



1.  Vapor-logic4 controller

to a building automation system via Modbus or optional 
BACnet or LonTalk. See Page 4 for more information.

2.  Water level control

3. Drain

automatically drain if there is no call for humidity after a 

unless ordered with an electric drain to enable automated end 
of season draining. 

Figure 6-1:
STS components
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Figure 6-2:
Vapor-logic4 keypad/display

Figure 6-4:
Cleanout plate

Figure 6-3
Removable cover



4. Water skimmer/overflow port

surface minerals in the evaporating chamber. Skimming occurs 
each time the humidifier fills. The skim time duration is user-
adjustable. 

required; the skimmer port functions as an overflow port.

5. Steam valve

Upon a call for humidity, the steam valve allows boiler steam to 
enter the heat exchanger.

6. Heat exchanger

The heat exchanger transfers energy from boiler steam to 
the clean fill water in the evaporating chamber, generating 
chemical-free humidification steam. The STS is available with 
either copper or stainless steel heat exchangers.

7. Temperature sensor

Mounted on the evaporating chamber, this sensor enables:

8. Service access

The cover allows periodic inspection and servicing of the 
evaporating chamber without removing steam hose, tubing, or 

9. Steam outlet

Steam generated in the humidifier rises through the steam 
outlet and travels to the dispersion assembly through steam 
hose, tubing, or piping.

Figure 7-2:
Water level control for DI/RO-water 
option humidifier

Float rod

remote water indicator.

Humidifiers using tap or softened water 

reaches each rod.

Figure 7-1:
Water level control for tap/softened 
water humidifier

Low-water cutoff. Boiler 
steam to heat exchanger is 

heat exchanger is controlled 



Figure 8-2: 
Dimensions, STS model 800 (with copper or stainless steel heat exchangers)

Front view
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Figure 8-1:
Dimensions, STS models 25, 50, 100, 200, and 400 (with copper or stainless steel heat exchangers)
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Notes:

 

Notes:



Table 9-2:
Dimensions, STS with stainless steel heat exchangers

Description

See drawings in Figures -2

STS model*

25S 50S 100S 200S 400SNC 800SNC

inches mm inches mm inches mm inches mm inches mm inches mm

A Height**

B

C Length

D Bottom to supply inlet of first heat 
exchanger

E Bottom to return outlet of first heat 
exchanger

F Bottom to supply inlet of second heat 
exchanger — — — — — — — — — —

G Bottom to return outlet of second heat 
exchanger — — — — — — — — — —

H Side to heat exchanger

J Pressurized steam supply inlet thread thread thread thread thread thread

K Pressurized steam return outlet thread thread thread thread thread thread

L Side to steam outlet

Front to steam outlet 64

* C, S, and SNC
** 

Table 9-1:
Dimensions, STS with copper heat exchangers 

Description

See drawings in Figures -2

STS model*

25C 50C 100C 400C 800C

inches mm inches mm inches mm inches mm inches mm

A Height**

B

C Length

D Bottom to supply inlet of first heat exchanger

E Bottom to return outlet of first heat exchanger

F Bottom to supply inlet of second heat exchanger — — — — — — — —

G Bottom to return outlet of second heat exchanger — — — — — — — —

H Side to heat exchanger

J Pressurized steam supply inlet thread
¼
thread

¼
thread thread thread

K Pressurized steam return outlet thread thread
¼
thread

¼
thread

¼
thread

L Side to steam outlet

Front to steam outlet 64

* C, S, and SNC
** 



Table 10-1: 
Output capacities for STS models with copper heat exchangers

STS model

Steam pressure*

5 psi 34 kPa 10 psi 69 kPa 13 psi 90 kPa 15 psi 103 kPa

kg/h

25C

50C

100C

400C

800C

Table 10-2: 
Output capacities for STS models with stainless steel heat exchangers

STS model

Steam pressure*

5 psi 34 kPa 10 psi 69 kPa 13 psi 90 kPa 15 psi 103 kPa

25S

50S

100S 64

200S

400SNC

800SNC

Heat exchangers and water types

For use with tap/softened or DI/RO water:
C

S

For use with DI/RO water option only:
SNC

Table 10-3:
STS weights

STS model
Shipping weight Operating weight*

lbs kg lbs kg



 

 
side:  

Bottom:  

Front:  

Figure 11-3:
Recommended clearances

Figure 11-1: 
Support legs, STS models 25, 50, and 100 only

Notes:

humidifier.

water seal as shown on Pages  through .

minimum 
clearance 

Optional set of four 
legs and hardware

Figure 11-5: 
Trapeze hanger, STS models 25, 50, and 
100 only

Figure 11-4: 
H-legs, STS models 200, 400, and 800 
only

B

A

Figure 11-2: 
Wall brackets, STS models 25, 50, and 100 only

STS 
model

A B

in. mm in. mm

24

See Note 2

See Note 4

Due to size and 
weight, STS models 

H-legs.

larger than 
humidifier

¼

minimum

Left side:

 

model shown

model shown

water model 
shown

Table 11-1:
STS mounting options

Mounting 
method

STS model
25, 50, 100 200, 400, 800

Trapeze hanger standard —

H-legs — standard

Support legs optional —

optional —



Figure 12-1:
Field piping overview for tap/softened water STS models 25, 50, 100, 200, and 400

Optional condensate 
return piping from 

nonpressurized steam  
dispersion unit*

condensate drain piping 

Strainer

Steam outlet

line

Trap

 

ensure humidifier drains 
correctly

 
 

 

minimum

Notes:

Condensate return 
to nonpressurized 

only

 

minimum 
drop to 
trap

to isolate steam during maintenance

 
 

minimum  

From 
steam 
source

*  Condensate return 
piping is not needed for 

®

dispersion unit, which 
returns pressurized 

See the 
 

for condensate piping 

Table 12-1:
Heights required to overcome humidifier internal pressure (H1, H2)

Unit output

Water seal height (H1) Air vent height (H2)

All STS models
STS models 

25, 50, 100, 200, 400 800

inches mm inches mm inches mm

�� ��62 — —

— —

 



Figure 13-1:
Field piping overview for tap/softened water STS model 800

Strainers 

Steam outlet

line

Traps

drains correctly

minimum

 
 

minimum  

 
minimum condensate drain piping 

Condensate return 
to nonpressurized 

 

minimum 
drop to 
traps

Notes:

Table 13-1:
STS connection sizes

Description Connection size

Drain

Steam outlet

Condensate return

Pressurized steam supply 
inlet and return outlet -2

eliminate  water  hammer

Drain, skim, 

piping rated 

 

From 
steam 
source  

*  Condensate return piping is 
® 

returns pressurized condensate 

Optional condensate 
return piping from 

nonpressurized steam  
dispersion unit*



Figure 14-1:
Field piping overview for STS models 25, 50, 100, 200, and 400 with DI/RO water option

condensate drain piping rated 

Strainer

Steam outlet

line

Trap

 

ensure humidifier drains 
correctly

 
 

 

minimum

Notes:

Condensate return 
to nonpressurized 

only

 

minimum 
drop to 
trap

to isolate steam during maintenance

 
 

From 
steam 
source  

unit condensate return inlet*

Table 14-1:
Heights required to overcome humidifier internal pressure (H1, H2)

Unit output

Water seal height (H1) Air vent height (H2)

All STS models
STS models 

25, 50, 100, 200, 400 800

inches mm inches mm inches mm

�� ��62 — —

— —

*  Condensate return piping is 
® 

which returns pressurized 

for condensate piping 

Optional condensate 
return piping from 

nonpressurized steam  
dispersion unit*



Figure 15-1:
Field piping overview for STS model 800 with DI/RO water option

Strainers 

Steam outlet

line

Traps drains correctly

 

minimum

 

 
minimum condensate drain piping 

Condensate return 
to nonpressurized 

 

minimum 
drop to 
traps

Notes:

unit condensate return inlet*

Drain, skim, 

piping rated 

 

From 
steam 
source

 

to isolate steam during maintenance

Table 15-1:
STS connection sizes

Description Connection size

Drain

Steam outlet

Condensate return

Pressurized steam supply 
inlet and return outlet -2

*  Condensate return piping is 
® 

which returns pressurized 

for condensate piping 

Optional condensate 
return piping from 

nonpressurized steam  
dispersion unit*



Table 16-1: 
Maximum steam carrying capacity and length of interconnecting steam hose, tubing, and pipe*

DRI-STEEM steam hose††† Copper or stainless steel tubing  
and Schedule 40 steel pipe

Hose I.D. Maximum capacity Maximum length** Tube or pipe size*** Maximum capacity Maximum developed 
length†

inches DN ft m inches DN ft m

2 2

†† †† 24

4†† ††

†† ††

6†† ††

†

††

†††



Figure 17-2:
2-inch hose connection

Figure 17-3:
2-inch threaded pipe connection

Figure 17-4:
2-inch tubing or hard pipe connection 
using hose cuff with clamps

Figure 17-1:
Flange connection

on humidifier outlet. Allow 
for thermal expansion.

Steam hose

Steam outlet 
connection 

Hose clamp

Hose 
clamps hose cuff

Steam outlet 
connection 

Allow for thermal expansion.

Threaded pipe*

Pipe union

Steam outlet connection 

Table 17-1:
STS steam outlet sizes and types

STS 
model

Pipe thread size Hose size Flange size

2" 2" 3" 4" 5" 6" 

water model 
shown

water model 
shown

water model 
shown

water model 
shown



Figure 18-1: 
Weather cover exploded view 

Panel

Hinged 
door

Panel

Panel

Table 18-2:
Weather cover dimensions

Letter Description
STS 25 to 100 STS 200 to 800

inches mm inches mm

A Height 62 66

B Length

C 62

D 22 22

Figure 18-2: 
Weather cover dimensions 

D

BC

A

Table 18-1:
Weather cover weights

Weather cover size lbs kg

Panel

Hinged door

The optional STS weather cover is water-resistant and designed to 
protect an STS humidifier from rain and sun. The STS weather cover 
option comes with the control cabinet mounted on the humidifier. 
This weather cover has been tested and approved by ETL Testing 



Figure 19-2:
Outdoor enclosure

Outdoor humidifier operation in any climate is possible with the 
DRI-STEEM outdoor enclosure. The prepiped, factory-assembled 
unit ships complete to the job site. Installation is a snap with curb 
or flush mounting options.

Factory constructed and assembled. The outdoor enclosure is 
shipped complete with the humidifier preinstalled and tested. The 
humidifier is prepiped within the enclosure with an integral water 
seal, ready for quick connection to water, steam and electricity. 

Install on the ground or on the roof. Outdoor enclosures are ideal 
for facilities that have limited interior space.

Certified, tested and proven. In-house testing and numerous 
successful installations have proven that the outdoor enclosure 
provides reliable operation under extreme conditions. 

Easy access for service. Steel enclosure doors provide full access to 
internal components. The doors feature stainless steel hinges, and 
the latches operate from outside and inside of the unit.

Protects in cold and hot climates. To ensure complete safety and 
operation in all climates, the outdoor enclosure has supplemental 
heating and ventilating systems that automatically maintain 
required operation conditions. DRI-STEEM humidifiers housed in 
outdoor enclosures operate properly when outdoor temperatures 
range from – –

Robust design. The outdoor enclosure is ruggedly built to 
completely protect internal components. The enclosure is 
constructed of heavy-duty galvanized steel and is fully insulated. 
Gaskets on doors ensure a tight seal.

This prepackaged, factory-installed unit ships 

connect water and electrical connections. The 
STS outdoor enclosure option comes with the 

Steam piping

 
Vapor-logic4  
keypad

Electrical 
connections

Drain piping

Humidifier in outdoor 
enclosure

Figure 19-1:
Typical rooftop installation overview

Figure 19-3:
Outdoor enclosure clearances

Left side: 
 

Top: 
Keep open

Back: 
 

 
 

Front: 
 



Figure 20-1:
Outdoor enclosure installation detail

Open to drain

 

Open drain

Detail A

N

 

To STS humidifier

Normally closed 

Normally closed fill 

Disconnect 

disconnect or other 

Open drain

Humidifier

Notes:

2.  Ensure that water lines are protected from freezing conditions.

thermostat with a remote sensor on the fill line to cut power to the STS and

codes for drain pipe size and maximum discharge water temperature.



Notes:

Figure 21-1:
Outdoor enclosure with standard or optional steam outlet, elevation view

Ventilation fans

Pipe chase

G

A

Standard steam outlet

Optional steam outlet

See Note 2

STS humidifier

L

K

Table 21-1:
Outdoor enclosure weights

STS model
Shipping weight* Operating weight*

kg kg

Table 21-2:
Outdoor enclosure connection sizes

Description

STS model

25 – 100 200 – 800

 

Drain   

Condensate  
return

Steam outlet



Table 22-1:
Outdoor enclosure dimensions*

Item Description

STS  model

25–100 200–800

inches mm inches mm

A Enclosure height

B Enclosure width

C
Pipe chase position

D

E
Pipe chase size

F

G

Steam pipe position
H

J

K

L Enclosure length

Figure 22-1:
Outdoor enclosure, top view

B

D

C

 

STS humidifier Electrical and cleanout access door

Control panel heater
Control panelEnclosure drain

F

E

Optional steam outlet 

J

H



Guaranteed non-wetting distances

Using data collected in our on-site test lab, we have developed 

charts allow you to confidently choose equipment that will 
accommodate any application.

Dry steam

Adding humidification to an airstream without creating wetness 
in the duct system is critical for the maintenance of a healthy 
environment. Wet areas in ducts are a threat to the health of 
building occupants since they moisten dust on duct floors, creating 
ideal breeding grounds for disease-producing microbes. In addition, 
water accumulating in ducts can drip and cause building damage.

Steam exits drip-free through tubelets

All DRI-STEEM nonpressurized steam dispersion tube units 
discharge steam through thermal-resin tubelets fitted into 
dispersion tubes. These tubelets extend from the center of the 
tube, where the steam is driest, through the tube wall, to the 
duct airstream. In essence, the tubelets provide a temperature-
neutral exit tunnel for steam, allowing steam to cross over lower-
temperature metal without condensing or dripping. Each tubelet 
contains a calibrated orifice sized for steam capacity. These tubelets 
are a DRI-STEEM exclusive, and are essential for drip-free steam 
dispersion.

Managing and controlling condensate

Some condensation is inevitable in steam dispersion, but through 
careful design, condensate can be managed and controlled:
Ultra-sorb Model XV dispersion panels have a single supply header 
with an integral heat exchanger circulating boiler steam. Heat from 
the boiler steam vaporizes all dispersion-generated condensate and 
returns pressurized condensate to the boiler. STS with Ultra-sorb 

and the only chemical-free boiler steam humidification system that 
totally manages condensate.
Ultra-sorb Models LV and LH steam dispersion panels have 
a unique double-header design that uses gravity to remove 
condensate. Steam enters the supply header and exits through the 
tubelets, and condensate drains out the return header. 
Rapid-sorb dispersion units have steam entering one end of a single 
bottom header with velocities carefully managed so that condensate 
is not pushed out into the air along with the steam; it drains out at 
the opposite end of the header.

Reduce condensate, wasted energy with high-efficiency tubes
discharged into the air.

Figure 23-2:
DRI-STEEM tubelets

CondensateCondensate

SteamSteam

Steam Steam

orifice

Figure 23-1:
DRI-STEEM dispersion tubes

with one or two rows of closely-spaced 

steam across the airstream.

Guaranteed absorption

distances

condensate drips

selecting the correct dispersion option
®



Figure 24-1: 
Ultra-sorb Model LV dispersion 

Figure 24-2: 
Rapid-sorb dispersion 

Figure 24-3: 
Single or multiple tube dispersion 

Ultra-sorb Model LV with 
high-efficiency tubes

Ultra-sorb® Model XV

insulated header

steam to boiler

Ultra-sorb® Model LV

 

Rapid-sorb®

Single or multiple tubes

condensate drain

High-efficiency Tube option

airstream heat gain, and condensate 
production

 
in-duct installation

growth; has a closed-cell structure

LV and LH, Rapid-sorb, and single or 
multiple tubes



Sample exercise

Read through this exercise to learn more about specifying a 
dispersion unit based on non-wetting distance. Assume you have 
chosen to use Ultra-sorb units because you want pre-assembled 
panels.

maximum.

Solution

match.

Verify capacity

active face area of the Ultra-sorb to determine if the unit will 
produce adequate output capacity. If the capacity is inadequate, go 
to the next smaller tube spacing.

Steam absorption considerations

leaving side of the steam dispersion assembly to the point where 
wetting will not occur, although wisps of steam may be present. 
Solid objects at duct air temperature, such as coils, dampers, 
fans, etc., downstream of this dimension will remain dry.

C A U T I O N !  Non-wetting distances described in this catalog 
do not apply when installing a steam dispersion assembly 
upstream of filter media. If you need to install a steam dispersion 
assembly upstream of filter media, consult your representative or 
DRI-STEEM directly for special recommendations.

distance. As the rise increases, more vapor needs to be dispersed 
into the air, and thus the non-wetting distance increases.

can result in nonuniform mixing of steam with air which, in 
turn, will adversely affect the non-wetting distance.

Notes: 

condensate loss. See the 
Guide

maximum output capacity of humidifier.



Table 26-1: 
Ultra-sorb tube spacing and capacity

Tube spacing Maximum capacity

inches mm lbs/hr/ft2 kg/h/m2

6

44

Note: 

Note: 

Figure 26-1: 
Ultra-sorb non-wetting distances

3" 6" 9" 12"



Figure 27-1:
Ultra-sorb Model XV dimensions

Top view

Elevation view

Blank 
side view

Header

Connections 
side view

A C

D

B

F

EG

H J K

G

H, J, K

L

Table 27-1: 
Ultra-sorb Model XV dimensions

A Panel width
 mm ,  mm , 

in  mm

A' Face width
 mm  mm

in  mm

B  mm  mm
in  mm

B' Face height
 mm  mm
 mm

C Frame depth  mm

D Frame enclosure  mm

E Header enclosure  mm

F   mm

G  Humidification steam inlet 

H  Pressurized steam inlet 

J  Access port and optional 
 

K  Pressurized condensate outlet 

L A;
A 

*   

Steam

Condensate

Humidification  
steam from STS 
humidifier enters  
header

Pressurized 
steam 

enters heat 
exchanger

Pressurized steam and 
condensate exit heat 
exchanger

Humidification steam 

in airstream

falling condensate

Pressurized condensate returns to 

Some steam 
condenses and falls 
to heat exchanger

STS-generated humidification steam 
with no condensate loss.

Figure 27-2:
STS humidifier with Ultra-sorb Model XV 
dispersion option



Ultra-sorb LV 

width

Figure 28-1: 
Ultra-sorb LV dimensions

Top view

Header enclosure 

Condensate header

Elevation view Side view

A
D

B

G A'

E

G

C

F

H

E

Table 28-1: 
Nonpressurized steam header capacities

Header capacity Header diameter

inches DN

4

6

Supply header 

Table 28-2: 
Ultra-sorb LV dimensions

A 

A' Face width

B 

B' Face height

C Steam inlet diameter

D Condensate drain

E  Header enclosure  mm  mm  mm

F  Header enclosure  mm  mm  mm
 mm

G Flange  mm

H  Condensate header 
enclosure

 mm

Note: 



Note: 

Figure 29-1: 
Rapid-sorb non-wetting distances

Table 29-2: 
Rapid-sorb dispersion tube capacities*

Tube capacity Tube diameter

lbs/hr kg/h inches DN

≤ ≤

2

calculation.

Table 29-1: 
Rapid-sorb header capacities

Header capacity Header diameter

lbs/hr kg/h inches DN

≤ ≤ 2

4

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

40

50

60

70

80

90

ENTERING % RH

LE
AV

IN
G

 %
 R

H

0

NON-WETTING DISTANCE IN INCHES

DISPERSION  TUBE SPACING

6” 24”18”12”9”



Figure 30-1: 
Rapid-sorb dimensions

use slip coupling

C

Escutcheon plate

use hose cuff and 
clamps

Header outside duct

F Header inside duct or AHU

Pitch header toward drain

A

E

B

Table 30-1: 
Rapid-sorb dimensions

A Face width

B Face height

C Steam inlet

D Condensate drain

E duct or AHU wall

F Distance from outside of duct or AHU 

Note: 

Note: 

D



from top of duct

Pitch: See Notes 

minimum from 

Condensate drain. 

Figure 31-2: 
Single tube with condensate drain

Notes:

Note: 

Figure 31-1: 
Single dispersion tube non-wetting distances

Table 31-1: 
Single dispersion tube capacities

Tube size
Capacity

Without drain With drain

inches DN

2

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

40

50

60

70

80

90

ENTERING % RH

LE
AV

IN
G

 %
 R

H

0

NON-WETTING DISTANCE IN INCHES

DUCT HEIGHT

24”18”12”9”



DRI-STEEM Corporation

European office:
 

 
Belgium

 

 

Corporation and are filed for trademark registration in 
Canada and the European community.

Product and corporate names used in this document may 

for explanation only without intent to infringe.

Expect quality from the industry leader

extended warranty. 

For more information 
www.dristeem.com 

For the most recent production information  
 

www.dristeem.com

Your DRI-STEEM representative is:

 

DRI-STEEM conserves resources by designing humidification 
systems that optimize performance. Systems that perform well save 
energy and water and, ultimately, cost less to operate and maintain.

Save energy

high-efficiency dispersion tubes reduce wasted 

airstream heat gain and condensate production. 
Available for new and retrofit Ultra-sorb® and 
Rapid-sorb® steam dispersion panels.

High-Pressure Atomizing System disperses 
unheated micro-fine water particles into 
airstreams or open spaces. As atomized water 
droplets evaporate, air temperature drops, 
reducing the cooling load. This provides 
significant energy savings when humidifying 
and cooling simultaneously.

Save water

Ultra-sorb Model XV eliminates water waste 
and reduces airstream heat gain, energy 
costs, and boiler chemical use. Available for 
STS® steam-to-steam humidifiers and all 
pressurized steam applications.

Optimize performance

Vapor-logic®4 continuously monitors space 
conditions to align humidifier output with 
demand. The result is accurate, responsive 
control.


